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The research about that Maritime Customs controlled and reformed Native Customs mainly 
focused on Maritime Customs took over Native Customs in the trade ports within fifty miles in the 
early twentieth century.There are both the overall research and the typical case studies. But it is 
few research results about that Maritime Customs controlled and reformed Native Customs outside 
fifty miles away in 1929-1930 . As far as I know,only He Xiaomin’s research had related to this 
issue, but she didn’t study the system change after the receivership in the Yangyou Native 
Customs. And there is few research about Maritime Customs took over the control of the 
Fengyang Native Customs and reformation after that. 
In this paper, I will use some archives of Transfer of Fengyang Native Customs to 
Maritime Customs Control and other materials to study the reason of the Finance Ministry 
reformed Fengyang Native Customs, the Inspector General’s attitude, the environment, influential, 
overall plan ,briefly process of reform, and the relationship with parties related. Based on the 
content of the research, the author thinks that the following conclusions can be get: 
The internal reason about transfer of Fengyang Native Customs to Maritime Customs 
control is tax revenue dropped as a resuilt of its own many drawbacks. The mainly reason is 
Nanjing National Government Ministry of Finance to reform and o rganize the financial system, to 
unified administration of the national tariff, to raise huge amounts of military spending.And the 
great pressure of military spending is the direct cause.The Maritime Customs were endowed with 
the mission after its reform. I.G.is pleased to accept the mission , and behind it is a special power. 
Volatile environment has a significant adverse effect on the take-over and reformation. 
Transfer of Fengyang Native Customs to Maritime Customs control can be divided into the 
period of the Supervision and the Commissioner. Supervision period is primarily responsible by 
He Zhihui. He made many investigations, some modest reforms necessary, offered a number of 
reform proposals, and laid a foundation for the reform to Lu Bin. 
As a Commissioner, Lu Bin focused on reform, and made important changes in many 
aspects. For example, the reform of the tariff implementation system, the reform of the personnel 
and payroll system, the reform of the ship management system, the implementation of the budget 
and reform of the financial accounting system. These four reforms covered the main aspects of the 

















Commissioner’s system change. However, it is important to note that the tariff of the Fengyang 
Native Customs during this period has no change.  
He Zhihui and Lu Bin must deal with many relationships with other parts in transfer of 
Fengyang Native Customs to Maritime Customs’s control. For example,commissioners’ 
relationship with I.G. and the Ministry of Finance, the businessmen of Northern Anhui province, 
the old staff of Fengyang Native Customs, Huai An Native Customs, Bengbu military authorities, 
Shi Yu Yuan Money Shop,the Bengbu Orphanage, and so on. Around taking over the control of 
the Fengyang Native Customs, the interaction between Commissioners and these people and 
institutions reflects the tireless efforts of the Commissioner for reform and the reaction of relevant 
parties to it and further impact power. Motive power and Resistance of the Commissioner to take 
over and reform Fengyang Native Customs has also become a refraction of the central- local 
relations. 
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